
TOTAL 12:00 TOTAL 10:00
SETS/REPS 2 SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST 01:00 REST

TOTAL 15:00 TOTAL  25:00
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS 3

WORK WORK 08:00
REST REST 01:00
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in one grid teammate a shot must be taken

next action if I win/lose the ball PROGRESSION Defenders - try to close off choices, communicate PROGRESSION
Emphasize positional roles within the grid Limit touch count, number of passes GKs - use wide options, look for highest available Limit touch count, # of passes before

both attacking and defending roles - what is the field game way that your face, create open body shape

COACHING POINTS When possession changes, game COACHING POINTS
This is an exercise in transition, movements, and is 3v2 in the middle, when possession Attackers - use entire space of your grid, check

ACTIVITY 3 4v3+2 - 6v3 3 teams - SD ACTIVITY 4 6v6 3 channels - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

20x20 yds (per age group)

3 teams of 3 with one team
30x30 yds (age-

appropriate)

Field organized as show below -
in the middle, the other team each players must stay within their grid

with 1 player in the middle, 2 on
the outside

possession - players must be using Eyes + Ideas in changes again, reverts to full in and out as if trying to lose marker - play the

Use rest period to review technique

Look for change of direction off cones, foot surfaces PROGRESSION Look for tempo of passing and receiving PROGRESSION
2-touch -> 1-touch

Encourage imagination - shadow defender V turn so that receiver can allow the ball across the body to receive next pass - social distance
Check hip/knee/ankle angles, explosiveness Repeat V and play the ball onto the next receiver Player entering grid must time run

COACHING POINTS Drag COACHING POINTS Note that central player must exit
Look for balance and game realism Outside V Passers should send the ball to the back foot to the left, then slide to the right

10x10 yds

Toe touches, bells

12x12 yds

Players form in a grid with 1 player
Sole rolls - side/side, forward/back in the middle - players follow their

Sole rolls then switch feet pass in and out of the grid
2 cones moves

ACTIVITY 1 Ball activation ACTIVITY 2 Clock passing warmup - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

SESSION DURATION

1/2 field Low-med 75:00

4v3+2 - 6v3 3 teams - SD
6v6 3 channels - SD TOTAL SPACE LOAD

Ball activation TEAM DATE SESSION TIME
Clock passing warmup - SD

U9-U12 Jul 20 2020 - S1

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER EMPHASIS/THEME

Quality of passes, off-ball movements + staying connected to game, 
positional play and responsibilities in transition

TIME DESCRIPTION
Warmup - adhere to SD protocols, players assigned to spaces,

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL


